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ANNETTE MARTIN 
ust, politics, and religion are 
three topics that should not 
be discussed at a dinner 
table. But they form the 
background to Giacomo Puccini's 
Tosca, and are compelling 
combined with the romance, 
jealousy and violence that 
characterize this opera. 
The Vancouver Opera produc-
tion that opened on Saturday 
night did not disappoint. All the 
fiery passion and sweetness that is 
Tosca's personality was finely bal-
anced by the barely contained 
sadism and power of the villain-
ous Baron Scarpia. 
Set in one June day in Rome in 
I 899, Tosca tells the story cf two 
lovers-Mario Cavaradossi 
\ Clifton Forbis), a cavalier and 
artist, and Floria Tosca (Marquita 
Lister), a convent-raised, much-
celebrated diva. Set against the 
backdrop of the Napoleonic wars, 
personal intrigue is played out in 
an atmosphere of political tur-
moil and relig1ous fervor. 
Act One opens in the church 
Sam' Andrea della Valle, where 
Cavaradoss1 1s painting a portrait 
of Mary Magdalene based on a blond 
model. Tosca demonstrates her jealous 
nature by demanding that her lover change 
the colour of the portrait's eyes. 
Meanwhile, Cavaradossi's old friend Cesare 
Angelotti-played by Brian Nickel-is 
hiding in the church's chapel. Angelotti is a 
political prisoner who has just escaped 
from the clutches of Baron Scarpia (per-
portrayed by Canadian baritone Tom 
Cavaradossi agrees to help the 
nL<.iu<·t-:. but as Baron Scarpia inflames 
osca's suspicious jealousy, she inadvertent-
leads him to Angeletti's new hiding place 
d the main characters are doomed. 
· is arrested and tortured while 
a attempts to rape Tosca. And even 
his own death (at Tosca's hand), 
'a's duplicitous nature reaches out to 
the stay of Cavaradossi's execution 
has so harshly negotiated with the hero-
ne. 
This opera contains three well-loved 
·as, but of those three, it was 'Vissi 
d'arte, v1ssi d'amore' ('I have seen art, I 
have seen love') that received the most 
appreciative applause from the first night 
audience. The soft opening notes were sung 
as Marquita Lister lay face down on the 
stage, yet every word was sharp and dis-
tinct. When she reached the heart-wrench-
as Spoletta, the Baron's old-
hearted henchman. Clifton Forbis didn't 
quite look the part in his role as hero, and 
• some of the stage directing, particularly in 
Act Two, seemed a little contrived, but this 
could have been nothing more than open-
ing-night jitters. 
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ing crescendo, asking God why he has 
rewarded her with so much suffering, the 
American soprano held the audience m the 
palm of her hand while Tosca's despair 
swelled through the auditorium 
Most of the principles turned in excel-
lent performances. Peter Strummer showed 
a fine comical touch as the downtrodden 
Sacristan of the church. and Marcel van 
Neer (a tenor from Ontario) was chilling 
These small criticisms were more than 
offset by the superb acting and singing of 
Marquita Lister and Tom Fox. In a pre-per-
formance interview, Lister is quoted as say-
ing, "People :vvho want only voice can get 
the CD. Opera is theatre." And theatre is 
what she gave the audience, who were 
enthralled by the physical scene between 
the tall soprano and her menacing tormen-
tor, Scarpia (Fox). 
As usual, the Vancouver Opera chorus, 
directed by Leslie Uyeda, turned in a won-
derful performance, adding their excellent 
voices to the score while not diverting 
attention from the principals. They were 
applauded loudly by the appreciative home 
audience when they took their curtain call 
at the end of Act One. 
The sets, courtesy of Seattle Opera sce-
nic studios, were perfect for the opera's set-
ting, but the lighting of some scenes was a 
little confusing, especially in Act Three 
when four o'clock in the morning some-
rimes appeared closer to a midsummer 
noon. 
But overall, Puccini's music was well rep-
resented by this performance, and a six-
year old attendee summed up the evening 
perfectly when he said, "It was all pretty 
good, but my favourite character was Tosca. 
She was really, really good." 
And she was. 
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There will be a new smoking policy implemented at David Lam campus starting 
November 30. The Worker's 
Compensation Board (WCB) has 
recently issued new regulations 
which govern smoking in the 
workplace. These regulations take 
effect January I, 2000, and will 
require employers to provide 
employees with a smoke-free 
workplace, including smoke-free 
entrances to the workplace. 
Smoking will not be allowed at the 
north side of the David Lam 
campus (facing the Community 
Centre and Pinetree High School). 
This means no smoking will be 
permitted along the entire north 
side of the building, including the 
entrance, sidewalks and grass areas. 
There is also a no smoking pol-
icy at Pinetree Secondary. Pinetree 
students use the north entrance of 
David Lam as an smoking area. At 
the end of November, no student 
(either from Pinetree or David 
Lam) will not be allowed t~ smoke 
there. 
The smoking areas at New 
West and Thomas Haney campus-
es are not being changed at this 
time. 
Imaging courtesy Ivan Zrrdum, sandwich courtesy Craig Oshaway. This is an actual photo. Nothing is staged, this actually happened. 
Book Birthdays and reservations in advance 
- Drink responsibly-
o save over on every 
call dial 1 0-1 0-321 then 3 
hen 7 then ·21264458 7 565425 
34165246512364412654852659 
en 256412654 then 1 then 
the quotient of the second 
last digit of Pi divided by the 
rea code then 4 then 265983 
LO~Q8754135645265899564133 
123354886832945160578656 
31264546816884644683618416 
68451 then 2354568322186 7 89 
then the number as· usual to 
e over AT&T on all calls 
over twenty minutes! It's just 
hat easy! Ti. ll i. cum USA 
----------------
Wellness Challenge Quiz 
MAYA FATMAWATI positive comments? 
DAVID LAM CAMPUS a. I am the positive person 
-----·-------·---- b. Oops, I just said a negative 
Hi guys. Do you know about the 
comment 
1998/ I999 Douglas Wellness 
c. Life is hard. How could anyone 
Challenge??? Well, this quiz is to have positive comments? 
measure how healthy your lifestlye 4. How many glasses of water do 
is. Good luck! you drink a day? 
a. 2 
I . How often do you exercise? b. 4 
a. Twice a week 
c. 6 or more 
b. Twice a month 5. What motto represent you? 
c. Almost never 
a. Study, no time for relaxing 
2. How do you like coffee? b. Have fun, books can wait 
a. Coffee is my heaven 
c. Well, life is a mix of study and 
b. It is OK 
..,.. .. relaxing 
c. Coffee? Forget it 6. How do you like vegetables 
3. Are you the one who expresses 
and fruits? 
a. I like them very much 
b. Tach, meat is much better 
c. They are OK 
7. Do you have time for personal 
wellness activity? 
a. No time 
b. Of course 
c. Depends on my 
8. How often do you drink 
alcohol? 
a. Every week 
b. Every month 
c. Almost never 
9. Do you like watching TV? 
a. I am watching TV at every 
chances 
b. TV is just a small part of my 
life 
c. I will look at the situation 
I 0. How clean is your house? 
a. Dirt is afraid to come to my 
house 
b. Cleaning house is wasting time 
c. I will clean the house when 
necessary 
Numbers 
a b c 
I 3 2 I 
2 2 3 
3 3 2 
4 2 3 
5 2 I 3 
6 3 2 
7 3 2 
8 2 3 
9 
IO 
I 
3 
3 2 
2 
Points Less Than I 5 
You have to balance your fun 
with a healthy lifestyle. When 
there is a will, there is a way. 
Points Between I 5 and 
25 
Cogratulations, you have a good 
lifestyle. Keep do~ it, pal. 
Points More Than 25 
You have a very healthy lifestyle. 
Unfortunately, we have limited 
energy. Do not force yourself too 
hard. 
David Lam News & Notes 
P inetree has a capacity of Pinetree. The classes are Math I 2 and the grade I 2 sciences (biology, chemistry, etc.). "No Spitting" because so many Pinetree students are spitting out-side the north entrance of the cam-
pus. 
mumty centre. 
I 400 students, but this year 
there are over 1700 students 
attending the school. Next year, 
Coquitlam's school district is 
changing the boundaries so fewer 
high school students will be 
attending Pinetree. In the 
meantime, Douglas students will 
still have to deal with them. 
Pinetree students use some class-
rooms at David Lam because of 
the overcrowding of students at 
As David Lam students already 
know, the behaviour of Pinetree 
Secondary School students is not 
perfect. The way that Pinetree stu-
dents treat the cafeteria and other 
facilities doesn't impress anyone at 
the college. 
Douglas College has recently put 
up posters outside the north 
entrance of the campus that say 
The high school students bring 
the college more money. Therefore, 
the cafeteria can be opened longer 
for the David Lam students. 
There are other pluses for David 
Lam students also. We get to use 
the gym and the Hotel and 
Restaurant Management Students 
get to run the cafeteria in the com-
The two schools (David Lam 
and Pinetree) have a partnership 
for using the facilities around the 
area where the college is. The 
Pinetree Community Centre Gym 
can be used by students from both 
Douglas College and Pinetree. 
The petition (see the article in 
the Nov I I Other Press) to change 
the partnership between the two 
schools is still on-going. 
COQUITLAM CENTRE 
St~rvirl 
0 
To make life a little easier, Coquitlam Centre 
is offering Douglas College students, staff and 
faculty a 'student discount shopping night'. 
Just show your student ID card to participating retailers when 
you shop the first Thursday of each month from 5 pm to 9 pm. 
List of participating stores available at Customer Service, South Mall. 
~ 
COQUITLAM CENTRE 
making Lite a Lit"t"Le eaaier 
464 8357 
Look for these Savings 
and much more! 
HMV 10% off 
Poster Plaza I 0% off regular priced 
merchandise 
The Oak & Brass Room 10% off 
ProSystems Beauty Centre 20% off 
Gourmet Muffins 'n More 10% off 
The Pantry Restaurant 25% off regular priced 
menu items 
Kerrisdale Camera I 0% off selected items 
Park Avenue 10% off 
Cheesesteaks Plus 10% off 
Cartunes Sound & Cellular 10% off 
Versailles Jewellers No GST or PST, 
excludes sale items 
Pet Habitat 10% off 
B.B. Watch Service 10% off 
Le Chateau I 0% off regular priced 
merchandise 
Disc011nU not valid with any other promotions. Offen good at Coquidam Ctntrt on~. 
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Douglas College Helps Mitch Relief Fund 
C ecif Klassen, the faci litator . in the Learning Centre at David Lam, is one of the 
many Douglas College staff and 
faculty members who are helping 
people after Hurricane Mitch 
decimated parts of Central 
America. 
"We developed a few connec-
tions down there [in Central 
America]. Now that this major 
catastrophe has happened in 
Central America, is a lot of aid is 
going down there ... we also decid-
ed tosend some aid down there." 
Kb~sen said. 
Douglas College has had a spe-
cial rclari<inship with rhe people 
of Nicaragu;l since I 991. Faculty, 
st.dl and .1dminisrrarors h.1Ye 
been tnvolvcd in providing help in 
desktop publishing in order to 
develop educ.1nonal materials ri:)l' 
proplr who need to learn to read 
or wrire. 
Jamie Ciunn, who is a graphic 
anisr in Distributed Learning 
Systems, has set up a place where 
people can drop off supplies for 
the people of Central America. 
"People can drop off stuff at 
the Learning Centres at the David 
Lam or the New West campus. 
Anybody can drop off things 
they would like to send down 
there. Things like blankets, med-
ical supplies, clothing and canned 
goods. Things that will be useful 
down there .... We are not taking 
any money;' Klassen added. 
Students can also send supplies 
through the Distributed Learning 
Systems office (DLS) Room 
3 TOO in thr New West campus. 
Other places where people can 
contributr to the Hurricane 
Mitch Rrlief Fund: 
The Red Cross is seckmg 
flnanci.1l donations only. Cheques 
can be made payable to the 
Canadian Red Cross marked 
"Hurricane Mitch Relirf" and 
sent to 4 7 50 Oak Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6H 2N9. Credit 
Mudslides and disasters are bad. 
card donations can also be made 
by calling 709-6600. 
Donations to the Red Cross 
Appeal are being accepted at the 
following financial mstiturions: 
Hank of Montreal, Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Toronto Dominion Bank, 
CIBC, Royal Bank of Canada, 
National Bank of Canada, 
Canadian Western Bank, Hong 
Kong Bank of Canada, Canada 
Trust, Laurentian Bank of 
Newspaper publisher killed 
CANADIAN COMMITTEE 
TO PROTECT 
JOURNALISTS ( CCPJ), 
TORONTO 
Canadian Press reports that 
newsp.1per publisher Tara Singh 
1-hyn was shot to death 111 the 
garage of' his suburban Vancouver 
home on the evening of 
November T 8, T 998. 
Hayer, who published thr Indo-
Canadian Timrs, Canada's largest 
and oldest Punjabi weekly, was an 
outspoken critic of violent Sikh 
fundamentalists and had already 
been the target of an assassmation 
attempt at his newspaper office in 
T988. At that time, he was left 
partially paralyzed. Just a week 
ago, the publisher said in an inter-
view that he was not concerned 
by ongoing threats on his life. "If 
they get me, they get me. There's 
nothing 1 can do and I'm not 
tan db 
lt•s a sucker s game. 
The pages of your life are blank. 
Grab a pen. 
Canada, Sottomayor Bank of 
Canada, Baca Commerciale 
!tali ana. 
UNICEF: Credit Card dona-
tions can be made by calling 87 4-
3666. Cheques can be made 
payable to "UNICEF Canada 
Emergency Appeal for the 
Victims of Hurricane Mitch" and 
sent to UNICEF BC at 536 W. 
Broadway, Vancouver, BC V 5Z 
IE9 
going to stop my work;' he said. 
Hayer's son, Sukhdev Hayer, 
said his father had arrived 
moments earlier at his Surrey, 
British Columbia home from his 
newspaper office, and had just 
transferred from his vehicle to his 
wheelchair when he was shot. 
Hayer's son said that he went 
back to the newspaper office after 
the shooting to add a special 
insert that would let readers know 
of the killing. Hayer said it was 
important to continue work on 
the paper despite the murder 
because his father had fought for 
press freedom in Canada. "He has 
fought for the freedom of human 
beings here. He always said if 
they were going to kill him for 
what he published so be it," said 
H ayer. 
Sukhdev Hayer believes the 
killer was trying to frighten peo-
Financial donations can also be 
made at any credit union in BC. 
In Vancouver, items and finan-
cial aid are being sought by the 
Misi6n Cat6lica Hispafia at 4824 
Commerical Drive. The Central 
America Emergency Relief 
Committee has a drop off depot 
at I886 East 32nd Avenue. 
In Abbotsford, the Mennonite 
Central Committee is putting 
together hurricane-relief kits, and 
anyone with donations can take 
them to 3 I 4 I 4 Marshall Road. 
The group, Builders Without 
Borders, is looking for cheques, 
cash, and supplies. Drop off areas 
are 466 I Central Boulevard, in 
Burnaby, 17474 56th Avenue in 
Surrey, 7993 Webster Road, in 
Delta, and 2IO-T276I I 6th 
Avenue in White Rock. 
pie prior to upcoming Sikh tem-
ple elections in Vancouver and 
Abbotsford because they feared 
moderates would win. Sikh mod-
erates and friends of Hayer said 
police have done little to head off 
the threats and violence of funda-
mentalists in the region. "The 
police should have acted on the 
threats against Mr. Hayer and 
others before the assassination," 
said Bikar Singh Dhillon, a for-
mer Temple president and victim 
of a I 99 I assassination attempt. 
"There have been rumours of hit-
men in town for weeks and police 
have done nothing," he added. 
Hayer, 64, was married with 
three daughters, one son and 
eighteen grandchildren. The 
Mzncouver Sun reported that he had 
some two hundred relatives across 
British Columbia. 
Greyhound Western Canada 
Student Coach Card. 
Douglas Student Union 
The Bus is Better. 
Available at any Greyhound Canada location in Western Canada. 
For further information in Vancouver call 482-87 4 7. 
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25% off all your Greyhound 
Canada travel in Western 
Canada for one year. 
For only 15 bucks. 
I 
New this year, get 20% off 
Gray Line City Tours in 
Vancouver & Victoria when 
you show this card. 
Greyhound 
Canada• 
Local 18 Canadi,m Federation of 
Students 
Referenda Results 
Question: Are you in favour of 
creating a fee of $9 per student per 
semester to support student 
initiatives for Activities and 
Athletics, at a rare of $5.50, and 
Performing Arts, at a rate of $3.50. 
This would change Bylaws and 
Policy as posted. 
Results: 
Yes 
THC 32 
DLC 42 
NWC 287 
In favour: 64% 
No 
18 
54 
160 
r;; 
Gt;tnaditm, - i.litatr'V~wiutellioenceJs fsecretJ renort ~ \ , : 1 1 ' \ t ,~ \ r~ ,.J\_ ~ .., __ ~ o r Eny_Jronmentah~t:groups also targeted as potential APEC threats 
ROM SPEC (SOCIETY 
ROMOTING 
nvironmentalists, labour 
leaders, peace and women's 
...,_,. groups want to know why 
anadian military intelligence 
ompiled a list of 60 community 
roups as "potential threats" to 
ast November's APEC 
onference, and ho..w the military 
earned details of a private 
cering of peace and 
nvironmental groups in 
ancouver. 
The information came to light 
n a seven-page "secret" Canadian 
ilitary intelligence report 
entered as evidence at the now-
suspended Vancouver APEC 
mqwry. 
Navy war games at the Nanoose 
Bay (Vancouver Island) nuclear 
submarine test ranges. 
McCutcheon names "Jim . 
Fulton, Executive Director of the 
David Suzuki Foundation [who J 
to newspapers:' The report then 
links the SPEC meeting with 60 
anti-economy and anti-APEC 
groups that include: 
•The Canadian Labour Congress 
•The National Action 
Committee on the 
Under a list of "terrorist 
groups" that includes Mexico's 
'Zapatista Terrorist Group; the 
report's author, Army 
Intelligence Major R.J. 
McCutcheon, describes 
details of a private 
September I 997 meeting 
(( M·z·t . t zz· Status ofWomen t t ary tn e ,_ (which is, or used to be, > gence secretl'\1 moni- funded by thejedmlgov-
._, ernmtn t) 
held at the Vancouver 
offices of the Society 
Promoting Environmental 
Conservation (SPEC). At 
tOr law abidino •The BC Federation 
Canadian Citiz~ns J··J:· o!A~~:~; 
International 
that meeting, three conser-
vation groups, the Nanoose 
Conversion Campaign, End the 
Arms Race and Physicians for 
Global Survival discussed US 
has written the Canadian 
Government;' and expresses con-
cern with "Dr. Mike Wallace of 
UBC who is writing submissions 
•Langara Women's 
Centre 
•Environmental Youth Alliance 
•Canadian Environmental 
Network 
• End Legislated Poverty 
•The Carnegie Community 
Action Project 
•The BC Union of Indian 
Chiefs 
David Cadman, chairperson of 
the Canadian Environmental 
Network and SPEC president, 
said, "If military intelligence 
secretly monitor law-abiding 
Canadian citizens; that is totally 
unacceptable and contravenes 
Canada's laws and democratic tra-
ditions." 
Many of the groups listed have 
sent a letter to Defence Minister 
Eggleton asking for an investiga-
tion into the matter. 
Makah request for an aboriginal subsistence whaling quota not IWC approved 
.. -...-..he US government has 
unilaterally concluded 
that the International 
haling Commission (IWC) has 
iven tacit approval for the 
akah to commo:ncr a five-year 
boriginal subsistence hunt. 
owever, a majority of rwc 
embers have explicitly rejected 
is interpretation. 
At the I 996 IWC meeting, the 
S delegation submitted a 
akah aboriginal subsistence 
haling proposal. At th ;tt time, 
vera! delegations indicated that 
ey did not consider the Makah 
roposal to meet the strict IWC 
efinition of aboriginal subsis-
nce whaling, and the US with-
nvironment Protection Society 
ports that in I 997, "the US 
delegation negotiated a side deal 
with the Russian delegation for 
the Makah to share the Eastern 
Pacific Gray whale quota with the 
Chukotka natives of Siberia" 
(whom the IWC officially 
recognizes). 
A majority of IWC 
members expressed seri-
ous misgivings about this 
unprecedented attempt to 
subvert the accepted pro-
cedure for recognizing 
aboriginal groups, and 
proposed that no part of 
the quota should be allo-
cated to the Makah. The 
IWC delegations subse-
quently passed a quota 
amendment that stated 
only native peoples "whose 
traditional aboriginal subsis-
tence and cultural needs have 
bern recognized" are authorized 
to take whales from this stock. 
The US delegation chose to 
interpret the phrase "have been 
recognized" to mean by the abo-
riginal group's national govern-
ment, even though every other 
delegations made formal state-
ments for the record that they 
interpreted the phrase to mean by 
the IWC and that the Makah had 
not been so recognized. 
Reach out and touch some whale 
The 
Australian dele-
gation stared, 
regarding the 
US interpreta-
tion that the 
IWC had rec-
ognized the 
Makah's abo-
riginal subsis-
tence need, that 
they "explicitly 
reject. .. [ this 
claim J as false 
and as giving an 
entirely erroneous 
aboriginal group currently whal-
ing has been recognized by the 
entire IWC. At least I 2 other 
interpretation 
of... the [quota proposal] as 
passed ... " The delegation also stat-
ed that it, "accepted that the 
Chukotka Natives' request and 
claim clearly met the require-
ments ... in relation to the recogni-
tion of both traditional subsis-
tence and cultural needs; whereas 
the request and claim of the 
Makah people did not." 
The IWC itself confirms 
Australia's interpretation. On irs 
list of home regions of those 
aboriginal groups it recognizes as 
having claim to take whales, for 
the US, only Alaska (i.e., the 
Inuit) is listed. Washington state 
(and hence the Makah) is nor 
listed. 
Meanwhile, the Makah, who 
are guaranteed the right to whale 
by the I 855 Treaty of Neah Bay, 
renewed their whaling permit 
without setting any dates for the 
hum. 
afe workers reach hailstone agreement 
ICTORIA (CUP)-After 
eeks of mediated negotiations, 
orkers and management at a 
cal cafe have reached their first 
llective agreement, seen as the 
rst of its kind for newly 
ionized service workers in 
orth America. 
Employees at the city's 
heesecake Cafe had been fight-
g for better working conditions 
d health benefits in a drawn-
t dispute that began when they 
ent on strike September I 8. 
he srnk.: ended Ocroh~r 8 
ht>n care manager \ Vesr 
onnecr lnvesrmcnc' ln c. filed 
r medtatton. 
Uni\'ersm· of VtcronJ student 
a\'in .r-...1cGJrnglc . ''ho was a 
negotiating committee member 
for the workers, said both the 
restaurant's management and its 
employees were eager to finalize 
the ;1greement. 
"[They're J expecting a busy 
holiday season with lots of 
cheesecake served;' said 
McGarrigle, a server at the 
restaurant. 
About 20 University of 
Victoria students work for the 
cafe. 
The contract, which will last 
two years and expire in 
ovember 2000. includes tht> 
developmem of gnevance, amt-
hJrassmenr langu.tge. job posrmg 
,md le,ll'es of ,Jh,ence procedures. 
Both kitchen staff .1nd srrvers 
will also recei\'e small wage 
increases and tmproved health 
and safety protection. 
"The union recommended [to 
the employees J to accept the pro-
posal and so did management," 
said Frank Greenlay, a Canadian 
Auto Workers union representa-
tive for the restaurant employees. 
"All membership looks to now 
is implementing the agreement in 
the workplace." 
The agreement comes on the 
heels of a two-year trend of' 
service sector union drives in 
North America, including work-
ers at McDonald's restaurants 
and Srarbucks cafes. 
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Nov.19-Dec.12/98 
At The 
Playhouse 
Hamilton and 
Dunsmuir, 
.Vancouver 
}ONES 
H ang on just one minute. Here am I, reading a great pile of press info, 
all of which seems to impart the 
impression rhar Billy Bishop hasn't 
been re-mounted in !6 years. 
\Vhy? I mean, ap.lrt from the 
probability of Jmateur produc-
tions, ho~ in the heck could all 
the scrambling professional com-
panies out there have kept their 
necessarily profit hungry paws off 
a script rhis tight? I 6 years! I can 
only roll my eyes, and thank my 
Lucky Charms that this tour 
coincided with my new-found 
theatre addiction. 
Even better, this is the reunion 
of the original co-creators and 
stars or Billy Bishop. writer I dirc·c-
tor/ Jctor John Gray and 
actor/ director Eric Peterson. This 
is the baby that they toured for 
four ye.trs straight, ti·om 
Novrmbcr 197g at rhr Vancouver 
East Cultural Centre, across 
Car1.1da twiet', down ro the Stares, 
across to Scotland, England, 
Berlin, and back; that was pub-
lislwd by Ttl on Books. and finally 
broadcast on rlw J)BC and CJ)C-
TV on September !2, I 982. The 
decides have aged the show well, 
as Gray and Peterson have imbued 
the material with more maturity, 
taking .1 reminiscent turn in the 
reflections of Hishop. 
J>aerson's pertonnance is a 
non-stop delight, from his open-
ing address as rhe f.uherly vett>ran 
Billy Bishop Goe$ To War 
inspiring a new generation of sol-
diers (perfectly illusory in several 
rows of empty black chairs), to 
his youth as a cadet, cavalry man, 
and almost accidental flying ace. 
He also plays most of the other 
characters, all strong, distinct, and 
pissingly funny, my favourite 
being Bishop's disdainful 
'patroness,' the uppercrust hero 
maker. 
The set was a many partitioned 
playground for the multiple inci-
dents recalled, with a particularly 
striking half-oval frame around 
the raised rear platform. Said 
frame made me think of a flight, 
a crash, or a deviled egg with 
cayenne pepper. 
John Gray's piano radiated 
music and solidity, both physical-
ly and thematically, as Peterson's 
Bishop and Assorted Characters 
kept returning to the instrument's 
foot and Gray's chorus of ... it did-
n't sum likr war at all... Many props 
doubled as special F /X, from the 
flag swirled into a silence as 
abrupt as engine failure, to the 
flown bi-plane cut-out dangling 
behind an energetic Peterson 
hoisted in stirrups and harness 
high above the stage, to the whine 
of ramp hydraulics grudgingly 
elevating Bishop to the shaky 
heights of the Royal Hying 
Corps. 
Much of the sound work was 
provided by the actors themselves, 
either sung, played, drummed, 
raspberrit>d, or machme gun ack-
acked. The only amplification was 
on Gray's vocals, which was off~ 
putting. I preferred the natural 
projection of Peterson's voice, and 
frequently found the speakered 
boost of Gray's vocals overpower-
ing. The one comedic moment for 
the audio kick in the second act 
was good 'n' funny, but that was 
the only spot where it seemed 
Billy (not a bishop) goes to war (against the voices in his head) 
fully justified. The only other 
nose-wrinkle was caused by one 
glitch in the lighting. In the aero-
drome raid, the gun flashes didn't 
keep up with Peterson's ack-acks, 
leaving me questioning the speed 
of light as compared to the speed 
of the human mouth. 
And finally, the loveliest effect 
was created by a series of cameo 
projections on the darkened back-
drop. Silver toned photographs of 
painfully young soldiers, most of 
them in their early to mid teens, 
all of them killed before my 
grandmother was born, bloomed 
and faded to the refrain of 
England preferring her heroes 
... cold and dead ... This was one of 
the most openly poignant, regret-
filled notes in a show that other-
wise deals with the ironic glories, 
and glorious ironies of war. 
· Nearly as decorated with 
awards as the war hero it portrays, 
Billy Bishop qualifies as one of 
those alarming creatures, a 
Canadian Classic. This is not, I 
repeat, not a bad word. Or couple 
of words, even. This is a wonder-
fully entertaining, strongly per-
formed, hilariously expository 
chunk of Canadian history 
brought refreshingly to life. 
Not politically correct, just 
very well done. 
Another • exciting • 
ltoliday lMeekend? 
Don't make flying home any 
more painful than it already is. 
Here at WestJet. your low-fare leader, we can sympathize \Vith you 
and your traveling woes. So the least we can do is offer you a great 
fare on a hassle-free !light. ·cause we know you'll have your fair 
share of hassles when you get home. Just book by December 5, 1998 
and fly up until December 17. 1998 and/or from January 5 to 10, 1999. 
· This offer JS also available for travel on December 31 , 1998 
and January l. 1999 1 Valid Student l.D. is required . 
FROM FROM 
~_, $99 FROM $119 
:~Th!f: $49 o~Nw,:,~o 
ONE WAY TO 
EDMONTON, 
CALGARY & 
KELOWNA/ 
OKANAGAN VALLEY 
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Moonbeams 
I see the streaks of yellow 
Light up the darken'd sky 
Illuminate the airplanes 
Like insects they're so high 
And I hear the crashes 
Of bombs and neighbours' screams 
Pinch me though I'm waking 
Maybe it is all a dream? 
Now I taste the wafting 
Of guns and blood and smoke 
And think of all the words and shells 
And embers that they stoke 
When I see the yellows 
Across the blacken'd night 
I'll pretend they're moonbeams 
And everything's alright 
{(Po . )} etry ts... 
Poetry, Poetry, 
Oh! What is poetry? 
Express the poet's imaginative senses, 
Try to use some complicated feelings. 
Business in Amelia Douglas Gallery 
. A melia Douglas 
Gallery is currently 
featuring the oil 
paintings of MicMac artist 
Roger Simon. 
Unfortunately, these 
colourful scenes depicting 
various native cultures 
represent a confusing mix of 
media and Hollywood 
sterotypes, symbols and 
images taken from turn of 
the century portrait 
photography and a general 
sense of cultural tourism for 
sale. This confusing mix 
made me wonder what the 
artist intended and I asked 
Simon if he would be willing 
to tell me a bit about his 
work, if he could answer a 
few questions, clarify a few 
things, explain some of the 
symbols. 
"I prefer to let the paint-
ing speak for itself." he told 
me. I asked if he could show 
me which painting he liked 
the most. "Well I like the 
one with the thunderbolt ... " 
but as we started to cross the 
floor for a closer look he was 
sidetracked by a friend and I 
was left in the wings for the 
remainder of the show while 
he received a number of 
cheques. 
"But can't I take it home 
tonight?" asked a woman 
who had just signed over a 
grande. "No, you can take it 
home after the exhibition 
comes down:' Simon tellls 
her. I had the time to 
observe that at least two 
more people were interested 
in the same painting. 
"The sunflower is popular 
tonighC:' says a smiling 
Simon looking like the 
Cheshire Cat in Alice in 
Wonderland. His wife, pass-
ing by with a trolley of ban-
nock, salmon and venison for 
guests to sample laughs with 
obvious delight, "Everyone 
likes sunflowers." 
Watching the parade of 
buyers, friends and support-
ers got to be a bit boring 
after an hour of waiting so I 
flash the Mrs. my best smile 
asking if she might be will-
ing to tell me something 
about a book on display fea-
turing Simon's work. "It's 
over there;' she shrugged in 
the direction of the display, 
"go look at it:' 
Trying once again fifteen 
minutes later I ask if she 
would talk to me for a few · 
minutes about her husband's 
art. "No. I want to socialize 
now." she tells me "Business 
later:' as she takes off toward 
a gathering of admirers. 
Simon has passed me 
throughout the show and it 
occures to me that perhaps 
smoozing with admirers and 
selling stuff for money is the 
big priority at this show. 
I stuffed the questions and 
reflections into my bag and 
left at 6pm. It was time to go 
home and eat my dinner. Art 
is different things to differ-
ent people. For some art is a 
spiritual exercise, whereas for 
others art is a means to an 
end: it's a way of a) making 
yourself known to people 
and it's b) a business enter-
prize. It dawned on me that 
perhaps his lack of interest 
in me ties in with the lack of 
genuine reflection in the 
work itself. Anyway, I suggest 
you all have a look for your-
selves, it's on the fourth floor 
and it's free so fill yer boots. 
Reuse different words to show this art of beauty, 
You may feel this is a difficult theory. 
Image brings you into the words of pictures, 
Sensuous poetry could become classical literature. 
by Stella Chan 
David Lam Campus 
Sounds ringing people singing; 
That is all that they do; 
Work is left up enttrely to you. 
Every evening you surrender to your comfortable bed; 
Hoping that tomorrow will be a better day; 
Knowing that it won't be in any way. 
As you awaken the following day; 
People struggling, bustling, or re-emerging from their beds; 
In an attempt to not lose their heads; 
Seeing only coffeemakers and toast with their tiny eyes. 
As they glimpsed across and as they tilted their heads towards the skies; 
This is Christmas; 
I realized that morning; 
Oh dear Lord what shall I say; 
I might as well be mourning. 
Jochen Bierturnpel 
Shampoo 
ARTHUR C HAN 
D AVID LAM C AMPUS 
When you buy shampoo, do you 
smell it before buying it? 
Can you tell your girlfriend's 
or boyfriend's shampoo by 
smelling it? 
The smell of the shampoo 
doesn't matter, only the quality 
matters. When I meet people, 
they don't pay much attention to 
the smell of my shampoo. They 
only care if my hair is clean. 
Therefore, I don't care about the 
smell. 
I cannot forget what kind of 
shampoo she used, however; I 
still remember the smell. I 
remember one night, I went to 
her place to visit her. She had a 
shower while I was sitting on her 
couch. When she came out, she 
was drying her hair with a towel. 
She put all of her hair to one 
side. Her long hair was wet and 
straight. I saw the drops on her 
hair and finally understood why 
people say a girl's hair looks like 
a waterfall. I was paralyzed 
because she was so beautiful. A 
perfect picture. She smiled and 
sat beside me. Her head rested 
on my shoulder. I felt her watery 
and fragrant smelling hair, a 
moment I will never forget. 
I've forgotten how long it has 
been since she left. Perhaps I'm 
too scared to count how long it's 
The Other Press 
been. I tried hard to forget her. 
One day recently I went out to 
shop for shampoo. I picked up a 
shampoo bottle and returned 
back home. When I was taking a 
shower, I opened the bottle of 
shampoo and the smell roused 
my memory. Her face, her body, 
flew before my eyes. I even felt 
her head lying on my shoulder. I 
hadn't forgotten about her and 
realized that the shampoo she 
was using on that night was the 
same one that I was using. 
Her image was still fresh, and 
I still remembered every part of 
her. However, the feeling of love 
for her was gone. 
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We all buy and buy and buy. Bye and bye, we still buy. If the axiom holds true 
that the whole is made up of the 
sum of its parts, then our entire 
society is made up of one large 
heap of material goods 
purchased over the years. And it 
is. A person (for better or worse) 
is judged by the things they have. 
The more you have-and the 
more br;;';,d names on the 
items-the better person you are. 
For greater than 360 days every 
year, people jam shopping malls 
buying anything with a logo on it. 
Merely to say how cool they are, 
or how much money they can 
waste, people spend insane 
amounts of money to buy aT-
shirr with a litrle advertising 
banner on it, r.1ther than the same 
shirt with no Free advertising For 
lrss money. Holly knows a girl 
who was gtvcn $1 00 ro buy a 
winter (O,lt, owr and above the 
$25 a wrrk shr was given for 
dothcs, who instead bought a pair 
of GAP jeans and a single GAP 
shirt instead of a winter coat for 
herself. She needed the winter 
coat, but felt that 
the hundred other 
pairs oF jeans were 
not enough. And 
what even boggles 
the imagination 
even more, are 
specialty stores-
like the ones 
opened by Levi's 
where you can 
spend upwards of 
$60 on a pair of 
jeans. The exact 
same jeans, with the little Levi's 
logo on them and everything, are 
as much as $20 cheaper at a 
department store. But still people 
will buy From the Levi's store, just 
so they can tell their Friends they 
did. And they have to tell them, 
because you can't tell where a pair 
or jeans was bought from any 
orher by looking at them. People 
are incredibly stupid this way. 
Stores like GAP have cashed in stop shopping. 
on the trend of everyone wanting Malls, an eyesore on any !and-
a brand name put on everything scape, pay tribute to the minions 
they buy of stupid people. Malls in 
from Alberta are open until nine every 
clothing night during the week, and malls 
to per- like Metrotown are going the 
fume to same way. Malls are open 362 
you days a year. Closing only for 
name it. Easter, Christmas Day (but not 
By open- Eve, or Boxing Day where the 
mg most shopping takes place) and 
stores New Years Day (where people are 
where too hung over to walk anyway). 
little tags Malls know there is money to be 
are sewn had from people who simply can-
into the not wait until the weekend to get 
back of shirts or pants where that pair of shoes. There is some-
nobody would see them, they can thing to be said for a society that 
charge nearly twice as much for prides itself on being a greedy, 
the same shirt as any other store. money grubbing nation. 
Incredibly stupid. Unfortunately, the word is "sad." 
So why do these stores get There is reprisal, however. For 
away with it? Because people want one day out of the remaining 362 
to fir in. They want to be accept- shopping days, everyone can Buy 
ed, and the only way to .-----------
do that, apparently, is 
to buy things. Non-
Nothing. Adbusters magazine 
( www.adbusters.org) has started a 
campaign whereby for the entire 
day of November 27, we (as in 
you and me the other I2 coun-
tries who participate) should not 
take part in any way shape or 
form of consumerism. Simply 
put, Buy Nothing Day. We 
encourage you to cast off your 
chains of market structured con-
sciousness, and go rogue for one 
day. Just see what it feels like to 
not spend any of that money 
mommy and daddy gave you. 
With this idea in mind, we 
(mostly I) have put together some 
spoof ads to remind you about 
what advertising is all about, and 
the true messages conveyed there-
m. 
The two greatest 
entertainers of all time 
have come together to 
author a new cookbook: 
TAKING OVER THE WORLD ENGLISH 
BANGERS and 
~I ~:~ 1-l. ~:~ S ~:~ II 
ONE STATUS QUO 
CONSUMER AT A TIME 
Dont' forget to send your Christmas packages with us .. 
We've been strike free for days. 
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Race for the Crown 
Volleyball National Volleyball Rankings . 
Women's Men Women 
Home & Away Division Matches Won Matches Lost Games Won Games Lost Points Red Deer Kings (AB) (I) Sherbrooke Volontaires (QC) (I) 
Malaspina Mariners 
Matches Played 
7 7 0 2I 0 14 Mount Royal Cougars (AB (2) Beauce-Appalaches Condors (QC) ; 
Douglas College Royals 7 
TWU Spartans 7 
4Lmgara College Falcons 8 
Okanagan (OUC) Lakers 7 
C:apil.mo College Blues 7 
Carihoo (UCC) Sun Demons 7 
(CNC) Kodiaks s 
C.unosun College Chargers 7 
Men's 
1/omr & Away Division Matches Played 
Camosun College Chargers 7 
TWU Spartans 7 
Okanagan (OUC) Lakers 7 
Langara College Falcons 7 
Douglas College Royals 7 
Cariboo (UCC) Sun Demons 7 
Malaspina Mariners 8 
C:apilano College mues 5 
CNC Kodiaks 7 
Basketball 
Men's Gamtss Playrd 
Malaspina Marinns 4 
TVv'U Spanans 3 
Lmgara College I :alcons 4 
Fraser Valley (UCFV) Cascades J 
C.1riboo ( UCC) Sun Demons 4 
Douglas College Royals J 
Ok.magan (OUC) Lakcrs 3 
C.1pil.1no Colkgr Blurs 4 
College of Nl'W Caledonia 4 
(CNC) Kodiaks 4 
Camosun College Chargers 
Womm's Camrss Playrd 
M.1laspin.1 Mariners 3 
Douglas College Royals 2 
I :r.1ser Valley ( UCI :Y) Cascades 3 
L.mgara College Falcons 4 
C.1pil.mo College glues 4 
C:1riboo ( UCC) Sun Demons 4 
Ok.m.1g.m \ OUC') L.1h'rs J 
T\VLI Sf'·lrt.ms 2 
<. ·.llmlsun <.. "nlk~c <.. ' h.lr~l· rs J 
s 
s 
s 
4 
2 
2 
I 
0 
Matches Won 
7 
6 
s 
4 
3 
3 
3 
0 
0 
Won 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
I 
I 
I 
0 
Wm 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
() 
(\ 
2 
2 
3 
3 
s 
5 
4 
7 
Matches Lost 
0 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
s 
7 
LossesO 
0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
Losses 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Free Tickets 
17 
16 
17 
14 
9 
8 
s 
9 
Games Won 
21 
20 
16 
I2 
IS 
II 
I2 
2 
Points 
8 
6 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
Points 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
0 
0 
Yes, the Other Press is giving away four FREEt 
to the Vancouver Canucks game on 2 
against the Calgary Flames. All you have to 
answer the questions (they're all current 
NHLers) below and drop off this form in 
room 1020. Most correct answers wins! uc~d 
1) Which Canuck is refered to as a ''nv11nn 
2) The Boston Bruins were led by this 
8 IO Montmorency Nomades (QC) (3) (7) 
10 IO Camosun Chargers (BC) ( 4) Grant MacEwan Griffins (AB) (3) 
!4 IO Limoilou Titans (QC) (S) Malaspina Mariners (BC) ( 4) 
16 8 Seneca The Sting (ON) (6) Mount Royal Cougars (AB) (S) 
18 4 Trinity Western Spartans (BC) (7) Humber Hawks (ON) (6) 
!6 4 Grande Prairie Wolves (AB) (8) F.-X.-Garneau Elans (QC) (2) 
13 2 Jonquiere Gaillards (QC) (9) Red Deer Queens (AB) (8) 
2I 0 Canadore Panthers (ON) (10) Langara Falcons (BC) (I3) 
SAlT Trojans (AB) (I I) Seneca The Sting (ON) (IO) 
Humber Hawks (ON) (NR) Ste.-Anne Dragons (AC) (I I) 
Games Lost Points Okanagan Lakers (BC) (I3) Grande Prairie Wolves (AB) (I2) 
3 
3 
IO 
I2 
13 
IS 
I8 
IS 
2I 
I4 Sherbrooke Volontaires (QC) (14) Trinity Western Spartans (BC) (9) 
12 
IO 
UNBSJ Seawolves (AC) (IS) Durham Lady Lords (ON) (14) 
8 
Douglas Royals (BC) (NR) 
6 AC-Atlantic Canada, QC-Quebec, ON-Ontario, AB-Alberta, 
6 BC-British Columbia 
6 ( ) Previous Ranking, NR-Not ranked previously 
0 
0 
National Rankings as of November 17 
National Basketball Rankings 
Men 
Langara Falcons (BC) (I) 
Algonquin Thunder (ON) (2) 
Sheridan Bruins (ON) (3) 
Dawson Blues (QC) (6) 
Humber Hawks (ON (S) 
SAlT Trojans (AB) (I I) 
Montmore~cy Nomades (QC) (9) 
Mount St. Vincent Mystics (AC) (10) 
Briercrest Clippers (AB) ( 4) 
Malaspina Mariners (BC) (I2) 
Cariboo Sun Demons (BC) (7) 
Grant MacEwan Griffins (AB) (I4) 
St. Lawrence Vikings (ON) (I3) 
King's Blue Devils (AC) (IS) 
St. Thomas Tommies (AC) (NR) 
Women 
Malaspina Mariners (BC) (I) 
Mount Royal Cougars (AB) (2) 
Montmorency Nomades (QC) (3) 
Humber Hawks (ON) ( 4) . 
SAlT Trojans (AB) (6) 
Mohawk Mountaineers (ON) (8) 
Edouard Mountpetit Lynx (QC) (14) 
Douglas Royals (BC) (I I) 
Victoriaville Vulkins (QC) (S) 
UNBSJ Seawolves (AC) (NR) 
Grant MacEwan Griffins (AB) (NR) 
Seneca The Sting (ON) (IS) 
Fraser Valley Cascades (BC) (NR) 
Grande Prairie Wolves (AB) (13) 
Vanier Cheetahs (QC) (NR) 
AC-Atlantic Canada, QC-Quebec, ON-Ontario, AB-Alberta, BC-Britisb Columbia 
( ) Pmious Ranking, NR-Not ranked pmiously 
Natio11al Ranki11gs as of November I 7 
1: Badminto11 Cumulative Totals Points Bonus Points Bonus Total 
0 Capilano I . . 6 14 .6 29.2 .. Douglas I4 0 I2 .2 24.2 1: Malaspina I2 .2 IO 0 20.2 
·-E Cariboo IO .2 8 0 I2.2 
-a Langara 4 0 4 .2 I2.2 
ftl BCIT 8 0 6 0 12.0 
ID 6 2 
Czech Republic to a gold medal? 
5) The "devil" plays for the Buffalo Sabres? 
4) ______________ __ 
5) ______________ __ 
"Grapes"? ==~;;Pino,ne #: __________ _ 
3) Which goaltender has the nickname "Godzilla"? Student#: _________ _ 
4) Who "dominated" at the Olympics to help the The winner .will be contacted by phone. 
res s · 
I 
a Student 
to 
..,... .. 
a 
the kn 
It all starts here The New Westminister Ad 
Sales Manager sells 
local ads for the Other Press, coordinates and recruits ad sales vol-
unteers, and coordinates national ad sales. Other responsibilities 
include general office employee obligations. This position is a 12 
month contract, with an evaluation by the Other Publications 
Society Board after three months. The position pays 15 hours a 
week at$ 9.75/h (plus 25% commission on the ads you sell) 
HOw to apply 
1 Mail your resume and cover letter to: 
Attn: OPS Board Chair 
The Other Press 
room 1020, 700 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC 
V3L 5B2 
2 Email (we can handle attachments) your resume and cover 
letter to: 
submit@op.douglas.bc.ca . with "ad manager" 
(or something like that) in the subject line 
3 Fax your resume and cover letter to: 
604.525.3505 Attn: OPS Board Chair 
4 Get on with your life. Perhaps volunteer some hours at the 
Other Press while you're waiting to hear back from the board. Or 
you could attend a seminar on how to sell advertising. 
The next Other Press ad seminar will be posted in the OP 
office (room 1020, Douglas College). Or call 306-6530 and leave a 
message for our current Ad Manager, who will get back to you at 
his convenience (which is pretty darn quick). 
• • un1verse 
Duties 
• Administer local ad sales strate-
gy, including insertion orders, ad 
deadlines and ad rates 
• Coordinate the classifieds section 
• Liaison with the Bookkeeper on 
invoicing and commissions. 
• Liaison with the Coquitlam Ad 
Sales Manager about new and 
upcoming ad sales and commis-
sions 
• Communicate with Production 
staff about new and upcoming 
ads, about design and changes in 
ad material 
• Coordinate at least two ad sales 
seminars per semester 
• Coordinate in-house promotions 
and distribution strategy 
• Attend staff meetings, giving 
sales reports when necessary. 
• Attend OPS Board meetings and 
give comprehensive written sales 
reports to the board. 
National Advertising: 
Campus Plus (C+) 
• Communicate with C+ (our 
national advertising agency} on a 
weekly basis Re: national advertis-
ing; ensuring all ads run as sched-
uled; that copies of issues are sent 
to C+ 
From here ... Using your experience at the Other Press, and contacts w ith publishing Oberhaus, Canadian University Press (CUP), you will 
have access to the world's power centres, including CUP's exclu-
sive national advertising agency, Campus Plus. Whether you use this power for good or evil, is all up to you. 
ou're now in a position to take over the world. Next, the solar system .... 
No prior experience is necessary, but a background in Sales, Marketing or Business will definitely improve your chances. You know what? Excellent communication skills won't hurt. Nor would being a 
College student. lo o. 
Deadline for application is December 111998 
. .... 
-
-. 
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team loses 
tough in 
tourney 
HAMISH KNox 
As Canadians across the coun-
try stopped and remembered their 
fallen and living heroes, the 
Douglas College field hockey 
team took part in its second 
Remr~branct> Day tournament. 
The first match kicked off at 
I I am against the UBC junior var-
sity team, the feeder squad 
for the recently 
crowned Canadian 
lnter-universtity 
Athletic Union 
champions, 
and who play 
one level 
above the 
from DC. UBC held its ground 
and led at the half, 2-0. 
The second half started very 
much like the first, with both 
teams displaying excellent offen-
sive movement, but UBC capi-
talized early and knocked 
in its third goal four 
minutes in. Douglas 
still wouldn't back 
down, sending one 
· of its players 
through on a 
breakaway shortly 
after UBC went up 
3-0, but still carne 
·. away empty. The 
Thunderbirds 
notched their fourth 
goal six minutes after 
their third, and contin-
SFU varsity squad. 
"We did make some mistakes," 
said Coach Ann-Marie Fearn, 
"But we had some really good 
forward . 
charges and 
some short 
corners, it was-
n't like they 
were m our 
end the whole 
. " time. 
The next 
match, against 
the premier 
division SFU 
more goals past Douglas to win 
7-0. The score could have been 
much more embarrassing for the 
Royals as SFU missed several 
open nets 
and were 
stoned on a 
breakaway 
midway 
through the 
second half. 
Although 
it seemed 
that Simon 
Fraser 
could have 
let up the 
offensive 
pressure, 
Coach ()oing into this tournament 
last year, the Royals were playing 
on grass in rhe gurnaby League 
.md destroying their opponents by 
scores of 5-, 6- or 7-0. Becausr 
the tournament was playt>d on the 
f.lS£rr turf surftcc, Douglas was at 
a disadvantage: to irs univt>rsity 
opponrnts-and it showed, as 
DC finished with a 0-3 record. 
This year. howrver, the Royals 
went inro thr tournament with a 
Royals in 
Vancouver 
Division I. 
Douglas, who 
looked much 
more familiar on 
the artificial sur-
face than last year, ued to keep the pressure 
varsity team, 
began with 
Douglas dis-
playing none 
of the energy 
they had in 
their previous 
Someday, wars will be settled this way. 
Fearn wasn't 
concerned 
kept the play even until 
UBC managed to slip in two 
goals o~t the l 5 and I 8 minute 
marks. The Royals didn't back 
down from the Thunderbirds' 
challenge, however, as they contin-
ued to pressure the net, barely 
missing a great chance at 30 min-
utes. Despite constant pressure 
on the Royals, who, despite 
several short corners (think cor-
ner kick in soccer) could not find 
a way behind the UBC keeper. 
The T-birds knocked in the fifth 
and. final goal of the match three 
minutes from time, to complete 
the match and send the Royals 
skidding into a match with the 
match against UBC. SFU found 
the back of the net two minutes 
into the match and took control 
from there, leading the Royals 
4-0 at halftime. 
The second half was a display 
in offensive execution by Simon 
Fraser as they hammered three 
Don't whistle while you work 
HE WHO WALKS 
BEHIND THE BENCHES 
An old proverb in sports goes 
somrrhing like this, "the best 
official is the onr you don't notice 
during the game." 
Sadly. this phrasl' has, in rl'cent 
months. gone the way of the 
k.u her lwluwr .md m.1skkss go.J-
t<·ndcrs. Today, it S<'ems, oHicials 
iu 1 he prof~·ssion;ll klgucs-
N!IL. Nl :L. MLI>--h.1w been 
rryin~ to <"OIIlfWte f~H· .1s Imllh .1ir 
time as rlw athktes whom they 
arc w;lt<"hin~. Obvinusly, if f.ms 
ha\'c to see the Zebras more often 
than Alan Jackson's Ford commer-
cial during a game, something is 
wrong. 
If the pro leagues wanted Mr. 
Rulebook to preside over their 
games, fans would be seeing a flag 
or hearing a whistle on .Jmosi: 
cvrry play. Players do break the 
rules mosr of the time-it just 
m.ltters how much their infraction 
helped or hinderrd rhar moment 
of thL· ~.Hlll' . h>r instance, rake 
tlw pcnalt y l.1lkd L>n Marcus 
Nash 's 23-yard catch on Monday 
Night Fnorballlast wel"k. He 
caught the ball legally and the 
play resulted in a first down for 
his team, but the defensive back 
covering him was still called for 
illegal contact. Now, the DB 
clearly broke the rules, but the 
pass was completed, so did the 
penalty really have to be called? 
Probably not, but if the pass was 
incomplete the official would 
have had every right to throw his 
flag because thr infraction would 
havr put tht> offensive player at a 
ch·ar disadvantage-. 
The problems with officiating 
this year cannot be placed solely 
on the heads of the officials; 
some of it has to go to the 
leagues themselves. In pro base-
ball, umpires have almost total 
discretion over the size of their 
strike zone, and because an 
umpiring crew will rotate during a 
series, a team could send a half-
blind rooster to the mound and 
get a perfect game one day then 
send a pitching automaton to the 
mound the next day and get I 5 
walks. Baseball needs to tighten 
up its strike zone rules, and not 
just for the blood pressure levels 
of managers and pitchers. Hitters 
must also adjust their plate posi-
r··---------------------------------------------------------------WORK OVERSEAS 
With the Student Work Abroad Program 
Here is your cll11nce 111 ll11ve tile 11dventure Dill lifetime! 
' A work abroad experience is a fantastic way to enjoy an extended holiday and 
gain an entirely new perspective on life! Programs are available in Britain, Ireland, 
France, Germany, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, japan, jamaica & USA. 
Find out more! Come to an information session. 
Thursday November 26th • I 2:00pm 
Student Society Lounge, 2nd Floor Student Union Bldg. 
For more information 
or a 1999 brochure 
visit Travel CUTS: 
SFU • 659-2850 
Down Town· 659-2830 
Granville Island· 659-2820 
SWAP is a progra111 of the Canadian Federation of Students 
ress 
with the 
score, "It [the score J doesn't 
bother me. The team we played is 
a premier division [team J that's 
two levels above us. I think we 
played better in this game than 
the lasC:' 
tion to compensate for an ever 
moving strike zone. The same 
holds true for the NFL with its 
helmet to helmet contact rule, or 
the NHL and its rule on players 
in the offensive crease. Think of 
rulebooks as Internet search 
engines-you write the book or 
type in the words you want to 
search for, and the entity receiving 
those words can interpret them in 
any way it wants. 
When each of the pro leagues 
mentioned above reviews its offi-
ciating at the end of their respec-
tive seasons, they should consider 
the one thing that keeps them in 
business-fan interest. Nothing is 
more painful or boring to a fan 
than sitting through a penalty 
announcement. Not only do these 
five seconds of fame for the head 
referee slow down the game, they 
cause fans to think "God will this 
ever end" after the ref has just 
called his ninth penalty-of the 
first period. ln a recent NFL con-
test, the entire officiating crew 
huddled aver a disputed call for 
two arid a half minutes, or I 50 
seconds. Going by a 40 second 
NFL play clock and the assump-
tion that a play, once started, lasts 
about 8 seconds; the huddle, 
which resulted in nullifying penal-
ties, wasted roughly three plays. 
While that may seem insignifi-
cant, that huddle extended the 
game in TV rime by almost half 
an hour. 
Officials are human, that much 
is true, but can't they disappear 
more often? 
... ······~·~~~······~· ................... .. . ,. ...... . .. .... -.... ..... .. ... . - ............... . ...... .. . .. .. "' ............... -.. ... __ ___ ... - -----·- · 
vs. Da as Stars 
Fri., Dec. 4th @ 7pm 
VJ 
Sat., Dec. 19th @ 7pm 
VJ 
vs. Ca gary 
Flames 
ed., Dec. 23rd@ 7pm 
. _ _ Spotuortd l.y:IZIDfi) 
,,, 
They fimally got it right 
HE WHO WALKS 
BEHIND THE BENCHES 
By naming Sammy Sosa as the National League MVP last week, the Baseball 
Writers Associa~ion of America 
(BWAA) finally made a decision 
based on achievement instead of 
popularity. 
If you're wondering what I mean, 
nanw all the NL Rookies of the 
Year in this decade who didn't 
play tor the L/\ Dodgers. 
Think abour it, M.u·k McGwire 
had everything going tor him to 
win rhe MVP He's .m all-
American boy, devotes ~uch of 
his off-season time to charities, 
made his son his bat boy during 
his run at Roger Maris' home run 
record and, oh yes, broke the 
most sacred mark in baseball 
(Maris' 6 I home runs in a 
season). Sammy Sosa, on the 
other hand, only helped his team 
into the playoffs (McGwire's 
Cardinals were out of the race for 
most of the season) and played a 
position that is much more 
demanding than McGwire's. 
Another thing ro think about, 
Sosa plays in the outfield, a 
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position that requires 
a lot of movement 
and a strong arm to 
get the ball back to 
the infield. McGwire's 
most difficult 
decision at first base 
is whether to throw 
the ball back to the 
pitcher or go around 
the horn. 
The most shocking 
thing about Sosa's 
win, however, wasn't 
that he won, but the 
landslide margin that 
he had in first place 
votes. When all the ballots were 
tallied, the Cub had beaten the 
Cardinal 30-2, with both of 
McGwire's kudos coming from 
St. Louis area writers. Anyone 
who called themselves a sports 
fan (or sentient being) this 
summer was captivated by the 
home run derby put on by both 
players, and this would seem, 
based on past awards handed out 
by the BWAA, to seal the MVP 
trophy for McGwire at season's 
end. However, a minor miracle 
happened and the Baseball 
Writers decided to look at more 
than offensive prowess to 
determine their MVP. This 
should also come as a shock to 
anyone who follows sports at any 
level, because offensive statistics 
are almost always used to 
determine MVP winners. 
Maybe the upcoming millennium 
is effecting the thinking of the 
old boys' club known as the 
BWAA, but somehow I doubt it. 
Women's team massacres Langara 
HAMISH KNox 
The women's volleyball team 
started last Friday's match with the 
Langara Falcons by giving their 
opponents hope, then ripping their 
wings off. 
Douglas started the game by 
sprinting to an early 3-0 lead, 
using both its wicked outside 
attacks and strong play in the mid-
dle to confuse the Falcons, forcing 
several free balls and weak attacks. 
This lead was not to be pro-
longed, however, as the Royals kept 
Langara in the match by blowing 
serves and missing digs. DC coach 
Sue Sharp was finally forced to call 
a timeout with her team leading 
9-7, but couldn't jell the Royals 
enough ro stop a I 5- I 3 Falcons 
Wtn. 
Thl' second gam~ of the match 
was .1 lmosr the pol.!r opposire of 
rhr tlrsr. Tht> Roy.1ls r.1ced to a 
12-0 lead bdorr Lmgara finally 
erased the zero on their side of the 
board. The Falcons seemed to 
catch whatever DC had in the first 
game, blowing serves and missing 
Lilliputians at play 
easy digs, which led to Douglas' 
big lead. The Royals did get slop-
PY• however, and let Langara score 
five quick points before finally put-
ting away the game, I 5-S. 
Early in the third game it looked 
like Douglas might be in for 
another loss as the Falcons jumped 
out to a 5-1 lead and one of the 
DC assistants was hit with a yellow 
card for arguing. However, instead 
of crushing the Royals' spirit, the 
yellow card energized the team as 
they went on a 6-0 run. Douglas 
coach Sharp was also hit with a 
yellow card during the run when 
she argued a line call too long for 
N llml m l111"48-6th Street, New Westminster !J lli1 Tel/Fax: (604) 521-6077 
Attn: ! ! STU DENTS 
Special offer! 
• Copies-Self-service 06 cents 
• Colour Laser Copies 50% off! 
• Colour Laser Transparencies 40% off! 
• Cerlox Binding For Presentations 50% off! 
Typesetting, Resumes/Letters, Fax, Address Labels, 
Business Cards, Rubber Stamps, Laminating 
the chair ref's taste. 
The officiating appeared to 
deteriorate from that point, as the 
chair ref missed or overturned sev-
eral obvious fouls, including a bla-
tant carry where the slap of the 
ball could be heard in the stands. 
The Royals were undeterred by 
the lack of good reffing as they 
finished the Falcons with a I 4- I 
run, leading to a I 5-6 win. 
DC started out the fourth game, 
the same way they started the sec-
ond, by blowing their serve into 
the net. However, the Royals soon 
got serve back and rattled off a 
IS-I win to take the match 3-I, 
despite heavy substitutions by the 
Falcons' coach. 
Coach Sharp, while happy that 
her team defeated Langara, wasn't 
overly impressed with the way the 
Royals played. ''I'm not super stat-
ic about anybody's play actually; it 
was good to win the match, but we 
did struggle with a lot of errors. 
The girls did a job, but they need 
to play more focused volleyball." 
The Royal Line 
Darryl McCrady 
Kills: 37 
Aces: 7 
McCrady was a major part 
of the men's volleyball 
team's offense this past 
weekend as the Royals 
defeated both the Langara 
Falcons and the Capilano 
Blues in New West. 
Men's teaq:1 th~a5h~s Falcons 
HAMISH KNox . .. ~ F~cons finally ended\h~h~tout takes on the way to a 15-:I I win. 
- · .· · · • ·•···· · <, · · •·· with the Royals leading ,IQ-:.0, but Douglas opened the thtrd game 
T he me:nS volleyball team. couldn't find the sco;~sheet again almost exactly as they had the having a down year after a as Douglas rolled 15-I. first, dashing to a (r() lead, fifth place at last year's Both teams started out the sec- before the Falcons coach finally 
nationals, ~rushed the Langata ond game looking very tired after had to call a timeout. Langara w~s 
Falcons Fnday mght m what an intense first frame. Douglas also hit with a yellow card for 
might have been arguing a question-
a display of able line call early in 
things to come. the game. DC kept 
The Royals up the heat on the 
started the Falcons' defense, 
match with tlrsr using quick attacks 
serve, using it to in the middle and 
their advantage, crushing kills on the 
as they raced to . outside to come 
an early 8-0 away with a I 5-5 
lead. Early in victory. 
the match, DC The Royals con-
was dominating tinued to pick up 
the play above their play in the 
the net, as their fourth game, punch-
blockers were ing hole after hole 
sending almost through the Langara 
every Falcons blockers. The fast 
attack back in attacking DC hitters 
their faces. The were too much for 
attacks that did the slower Falcons 
get through were defenders, who 
weak enough "1 missed easy digs on 
that they were many of the 
easily dug up Douglas kills. 
and hammered Although set back 
back at the dis- by a few question-
organized able line calls, the 
Langara defense. L---------:-:--~-----:-:-;__;~~-;;----' Royals thrashed 
The very first recorded game of the great cross-over sport Kung Fu Ball 
·when Douglas their visitors again, 
went on the 
attack, their hitters were smart 
enough to avoid the "hulk smash" 
mentality of their opponents-if 
the block was up, the DC hitter 
would simply tip around it. The 
couldn't get more than a side out 
in this match and blew several 
serves into the net. The Royals 
did lead 7-4 at one point, but 
Langara capitalized on DC mis-
winning the game 
I 5-5 and the match 3-I. 
"It wasn't pretty in the middle 
part, but we finished strong," 
Coach Brian Newman said after 
the match. 'They [the team] 
Th• Douslas Coli-s- Vision Catr• offas 30·50" savinss 
for Douglas College students, employees & their families. 
Outstanding service, too. 
David Lam Campus, 1250 Pinetree Way, Coquitlam 
Monday-Friday, 9:30am-5pm 
Call us at 527-5824 
Douglas College Vision Centre 
Alfred Sung Roots Flexon Bugle Boy Dakota Smith lauren Hutton 
-
-
Upcoming Games 
Friday, November 27.@ New West 
Basketball vs. UCFV Cascades 
Women @ Gpm Men @ Spm 
Saturday. November 28, @ David Lam 
Basketball vs. OUC Lakers 
Women @ Gpm Men @ Spm 
Admission free to students with Douglas ID card 
played smart 
volleyball. 
They didn't 
play good 
volleyball. 
they played 
smart volley-
ball. They let 
Langara make 
the mistakes." 
Support your 
Royals 
.Jesus saves-and so can you with tlus 
low introductory rate! Apply today! 
~----------nn••o- •••••• ••o •o ••••o .. • M•• ••• •••• •••o••••OO• •••• • ••O•o••n• .. • .. •• • •••••••~ 
d r 
With theWJ!.JEi#.\.'-?!EOO tEt;!fPif.t!E:D:l.i card 
you have all the power of the universe. 
Don't leave this realm without it. 
Because God doesn't acCCfJl Vet'za or 
Mastercrap. 
Sludenl1pecial 
10% off w ith 
Douglas College ID 
7 4 Eighth Street 
New Westminster, BC 
Basketball 
Friday, the men's team travelled 
to Prince George to take on the 
CNC Kodiaks. The Royals 
dominated their hosts, coming 
away with a 74-52 win behind 
Danny Elliot's 26 points and 7 
rebounds and Aaron 
Framptons' 20 points and I 2 
boards. Saturday, however, 
Douglas couldn't exorcise the 
Sun Demons from UCC-
.,. 
Kamloops, falling 86-6 I. 
Danny Elliot had IO points 
and Blair Chan-Kent added [ 2 
rebounds for the Royals, who 
now sit in sixth place in the 
BCCAA. 
The women's team had an 
easier weekend, rolling over 
UCC 62-47. Carrie Rogers 
dropped [ 9 points and grabbed 
5 rebounds and Audrey Curan 
had f 2 points and I I boards 
for Douglas, which is only one 
poinr behind rhe Malaspina 
Lost 
Please help! I have lost my cell 
phone and charger. Lost on 
Saturday1 0:30 am, the 19th 
Reported and as such, is of no 
use to anyone but me. If found 
please return. Read "jewel's 
fone" on the display. Call 
Laura at 526-2206 
Wanted 
Shared Townhouse-Room for 
rent. Four bedroom townhouse 
for rent 5 minutes from David 
Lam campus. Two minute walk 
to Coquitlam transit station , 
West Coast Express, 
Coquitlam Centre Mall and 
grocery shopping. Female stu-
dent preferred in quiet house, 
must want to live in shared 
environment. Washer & Dryer 
in-house, utilities are shared 
1/3 (approx. $50 per month). 
Non-smoker, or outsider smok-
er okay. Sorry no pets, we 
have new carpets. Contact 
Danean 941-8131. Room 
available now. $450 or nego-
tiable depending on person. 
Come share with me, beau-
tiful 3 bedroom home. Den, 2 
f/p, 4 app., nice yard, fur-
nished, student N/S. $410, 
everything included. close to 
SkyTrain and bus. Contact 
Melbro at 588-5489. 
Shared Accommodation. 
N/S wanted to share 2 bdrm 
upper fourplex, $360, includes 
all utilities, laundry room, quiet, 
beautiful view, large covered 
balcony. Lougheed Mall area. 
Call 939-2147 for more info. 
Mariners for top spot In the 
BCCAA with a game in hand. 
Volleyball 
The men's volleyball team 
dominated their competition 
this weekend, coming away with 
3-T and 3-0 victories. Friday, 
the Langara Falcons flew into 
New West and ran straight into 
the Royals' waiting paws I :5- I, 
I I-T 5, I 5-5, I 5-5. Darryl 
McCrady and Darren Gross 
had 2 I and I 8 kills respectively 
for the Royals. Saturday, the 
Capilano Blues rolled into town 
to try to stop the Douglas 
machine. The Royals were 
having none of it, however, as 
they crushed the Blues, T 5-7, 
I 5- I 3, I 5-4. Darryl McCrady 
led DC again in kills with I 6 
and Mike MacKay added I 4 
kills for Douglas who are now 
in fourth place in the BCCAA. 
The women's volleyball team 
also had an easy weekend, 
Roommate needed-
Across from college. Bright, 
clean, furnished, $450 and 1/2 
utilities. Must see, call 
525-1275. 
Housing Coquitlam · 
COQUITLAM CENTRE area, 2 
bedroom basement, newly ren-
ovated, 4 appliances, private · 
entrance, parking, cable, 
shared washer/dryer, non-
smokers, no pets, $600 + 1/3 
utilities. Available Dec. 1. Call 
945-0398. 
For Sale 
Looking for an excellent 
source of reliable transporta-
tion? Look no further ... 1980 
Citation , looks good, excellent 
running condition, $500 firm. 
Call 443-9238 anytime. 
Mostly Fiction 
Brand new hardcover books 
for sale-cheap. Anne Rice, 
Stephen King, etc. Call Paris 
939-2147 (mornings best). 
Volunteer Opportunities 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre has 
volunteer opportunities in 
many areas. Contact the 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre at 
294-5533. 
Women volunteers needed 
for the Vancouver Rape Relief 
& Women's Shelter. Interested 
in volunteering for our: 24 hour 
crisis line, transition house for 
women .and their children. 
Training sessions Tuesday 
evenings. For more informa-
tion~and for a training interview 
call 872-8212. 
defeating their opponents by 
the same 3-I and 3-0 scores. 
Friday, the Royals dropped the 
first game to Langara 13-15, 
then proceeded to dismantle 
their foes, I 5-5, I 5-6, I 5-I. 
Coralie Hiemstra had 12 kills 
for the Royals. Saturday, 
Douglas didn't let Capilano win 
anything, thrashing the Blues, 
15-12, I5-8, 15-6. With their 
wins this weekend, the Royals 
sit in secon-d place in the 
BCCAA behind the undefeated 
Malaspina Mariners. 
Badminton 
Douglas took the overall silver 
in the Capilano College 
tournament held November 
2 I -22. The Royals placed first 
in men's doubles (Tom Nguyen 
and Thinh Nuygen) and second 
in mixed doubles (Evi Miki and 
Joshua Hughes), but did not 
have another competitor finish 
above fourth place. 
Vancouver Crisis Centre 
urgently needs volunteers to 
work on 24 hour distress lines. 
Those interested call 
872-1811. 
Services 
Deportur" starting Dec 25 
ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE: 
fall tl111o profosslo•alstaH; To•• of actlvltlos 
a•tl ovo•ts; IIG SAYINGS I• tho losortsl 
Call BUST LOOSE! HOLIDAYS 
682-6044 
STUDENTS-VISA/MASTERCARD 
that can pay itself off-even 
make you $$$. Sound too 
good to be true? Find out for 
yourself! Call 450-04 f6 for 
more .... 
Learn to work as a6ar-- --
tender! day & evening class-
es/job placement. For more 
info contact Fine Arts 
Bartending School at 
873-2811 or look for posters 
on cam~§. __ _ _ __ 
Is travel in your fUture? 
Would you like it to be? How 
about spring break. Time's run-
ning out and space is limited. 
We do our best to meet or 
beat anyones else's price. Call 
Shiela at Thomas Cook Travel 
.Photo of the Week 
526-5684. 
Ace the LSAT! 
Law school admission test 
preparation course. 4 
Saturdays, Nov 7, 14, 21 & 28, 
1998. Only $275. New 
Westminster campus. For 
more info call: 527-5446, to 
register, call: 527-5472. 
Offered through Continuing 
Education, Commerce and 
Business Administration. 
MANACLES,cuff~s-, c~o~lla_r_s_, 
flags, etc. Custom leather 
work. Costume. Student made. 
Call Brad 806-0669. 
l f\:1PHOVE T01JITING-=- -
LISH CONVERSATION. 
Experienced and certified ESL 
Canadian teacher. Learn 
vocabulary, Idioms, phrases 
and pronunciation. Group 
Lessons: 1-4 students, 2-3 
hours, 2-4 days, 4 weeks 
$300 each. Private Lessons: 
$20.00/hr. SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED. C~IM~Joe 
Pelech at 524-8841. 
Learn Japanese 
Expect results from certified 
Japanese teachers!· 
Days • Evenings • Weekends 
Shibano Academy 
#201-601 W. Broadway 
351-5830/738-1235 Fax: 
738-1231. 
---ratient Mandarin tutor 
available. Able to communicate 
in English without Mandarin 
accent and vice versa. Flexible 
rates. Contact Johnson Tai at 
OP (room 1 020) 525-3542 or 
home 521-3467. 
Protect yourself against 
photo radar, for your free infor-
mation package call Allan or 
Am at 527-4035. 
care mom 
ft/pt days/evenings. Near 
Douglas College. Jan, after 6 
m 524-5933. 
ng 
charity in Cuba. Please drop 
off items at the Student 
Society Business Office in the 
Student Building. 
---p;;fffiido fs peakingln public? 
Come to Douglas College 
Toastmasters 
7pm Thursdays, Douglas 
College, New Westminster 
Call Kathy at 525-67 48 for 
info. 
- The Douglas -College 
Student Society is a great 
hang-out for students but it 
needs input from its member-
ship. I am looking for interest-
ed parties to help spruce up 
the Student Building. If you 
can paint murals or know of a 
keen way to make the DCSS 
more fun and inviting, please 
call I FlasGh at 527-51 09 
ages, origins, genders and 
sexualities, to join the Pride 
Collective. Must be queer-
friendly! Meetings 6pm 
Mondays in Room 11 0 of the 
Student Society Building. 
e-mail: 
- e@dcss:Oouglas.bc.ca 
confidential voicemail: 
521-5335 ext 4550 
